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in a software system. Some are command-line based tools
that provide a textual output such as NiCad [5], SimCad
[6], Siamese [7] and SourcererCC [8] while others provide
graphical output in addition to the textual results such as
VisCad, Clone-World, iClones, and XIAO [9] [10] [11] [12]
[13]. Comprehending software clones can often be challenging
for large scale projects due to the volume of the data. This
can however be offset using visualizations, as humans are
intuitively good at identifying patterns. Overall, tools that offer
visual representations of code clones are found to be more effective in conveying the information about the subject system,
its working, and its overall structure [14]. However, most clone
analysis systems that currently exist are restricted in their use
due to the lack of cross-platform support, complicated setup
processes, and a steep learning curve involved in using these
systems. In their need to offer an in-depth clone analysis, most
of these tools often provide a plethora of options that can end
up confusing the average end user. This has meant that there
is a reduced adoption of these tools in real-world scenarios
outside of the clone community.
To address this limitation, we present Clone Swarm, a
web-based code clone analysis tool. Clone Swarm is built as
extension to the NiCad Clone detection system [5] that has
been widely used for detecting Type 1, 2 and 3 clones with
high precision and recall [15]. Clone Swarm runs NiCad on the
cloud and provides the results through an easily accessible web
interface, thus allowing software developers and maintainers
to interactively explore code clones in their project without
having to run the clone detection system themselves. Clone
Swarm can analyse any publicly available git repository and
offers support for projects in several languages such as C,
C#, Java, and Python. Clone Swarm offers multiple overviews
and can let users filter what they need to see through a
tiered approach. From the top, a project level overview shows
the general state of the system by representing the project
structure in a radial layout and uses heat-map colour variations
to indicate the level of cloning. At the second stage, a file
level overview provides information on the number of clones
that exist within a file and finally at the bottom tier an
individual fragment level overview lets users compare two
clone fragments line by line with syntactical highlighting.
Finally, Clone Swarm offers users an option to download
the clone detection results of their projects directly for future
research and analytics.

Abstract—A code clone is defined as a pair of similar code
fragments within a software system. While code clones are not
always harmful, they can have a detrimental effect on the overall
quality of a software system due to the propagation of bugs
and other maintenance implications. Because of this, software
developers need to analyse the code clones that exist in a software
system. However, despite the availability of several clone detection
systems, the adoption of such tools outside of the clone community
remains low. A possible reason for this is the difficulty and
complexity involved in setting up and using these tools. In this
paper, we present Clone Swarm, a code clone analytics tool that
identifies clones in a project and presents the information in
an easily accessible manner. Clone Swarm is publicly available
and can mine any open-sourced GIT repository. Clone Swarm
internally uses NiCad, a popular clone detection tool in the cloud
and lets users interactively explore code clones using a webbased interface at multiple granularity levels (Function and Block
level). Clone results are visualized in multiple overviews, all the
way from a high-level plot down to an individual line by line
comparison view of cloned fragments. Also, to facilitate future
research in the area of clone detection and analysis, users can
directly download the clone detection results for their projects.
Clone Swarm is available online at clone-swarm.usask.ca. The
source code for Clone Swarm is freely available under the MIT
license on GitHub.
Index Terms—Software Maintenance, Clone Detection, Code
Clone Visualization

I. I NTRODUCTION
In software development, the practice of copying and
pasting code fragments in multiple files is quite common.
These code fragments are called code clones, and they can
be syntactically, semantically or lexically similar. Whether
cloning code is a useful practice to follow or not is a topic of
debate for many software engineers, with both sides having
strong arguments in favour [1] [2] [3]. Broadly speaking,
however, the adverse effects of code clones cannot be ignored.
Clone fragments can often cause update anomalies, erratically
increase the program size and also cause bugs to propagate as
bug fixes need to be duplicated across all the clone fragments.
Thus, having a clear picture of the clones that exist in a
system is crucial for a complete and in-depth understanding
of the subject system [4]. As stated in a previous study [1],
re-factoring clones in a system requires making informed
decisions, and clone analysis systems can assist software
maintenance engineers in this task through visual aids.
Several tools have been developed and refined over the
last decade for the detection and analysis of code clones
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classes for refactoring, Visualizing changes over time, Clone
tracking, Analyzing clone distribution in a software system
and Clone usages and structural analysis. However some of the
scenarios involve studying the evolution of clones over time
across different system versions and require use of additional
tools such as SPCP-Miner [16] which study clone evolution
combined with clone detection. This is beyond the scope of
a simple and easy to use clone analysis tool designed for a
novice user and so we narrow down and modify our objectives
and focus only on the following 3 major scenarios:
S1 . Clone Distribution: This scenario is helpful when project
managers or software owners need to understand the
general health of a software project and the number of
clones that exist in the system. This analysis could include
looking at the level of severity of code duplication and
identifying the regions or modules where clones exist in
the system.
S2 . Clone Tracking: Bugs can propagate through clones and
so when developers fix a bug in a single file they would
also need to identify and fix the same bug in all the cloned
copies as well. So developers need to be able to search
and analyse clones in a single file either based on the
clone classes or the level of similarity.
S3 . Clone Structural Analysis: When comparing and merging the different cloned copies, developers need to know
their exact location(line numbers) and also look at the
actual difference in the source files.

Fig. 1. Architecture diagram of Clone Swarm

II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
Clone Swarm is meant to be used primarily by developers
involved in the maintenance of software systems. However,
it can also be used by program managers to get a general
overview of the state of the software system at a given point
of time. Clone Swarm does this by visualizing the state of
clones in a project along with the inherent project structure by
displaying file names along with the folder names in which
the clones exist (as shown in Figure 2). After this users can
select a particular file to see all the clones that exist in it along
with additional information on how big those clones are, the
number of times they are duplicated and the file location of
these other fragments as shown in Figure 3. Finally, developers
can zoom into a particular clone set and look up each clone
fragment individually or compare it with a similar fragment,
in a separate overview panel (as shown in Figure 4). Clone
Swarm consists of a remote back-end system that detects
clones and a front end GUI that visualizes the detected clone
results. A high-level architecture diagram of Clone Swarm is
shown in Figure 1.

IV. U SER I NTERFACE
Clone Swarm is accessible as a website and has two tabs: a
Home tab for submitting new requests and a Dashboard tab
for viewing the results of the clone detection program. On the
homepage, a user can submit a new request by entering the
URL of the Git repository and their email address to which
a notification will be sent once the processing is complete.
Users are also required to key in the level of granularity that
they need for the clone detection and the language in which the
software system is programmed. Clone Swarm currently offers
two levels of granularity: Block Level and Function Level and
can process systems written in four different programming
languages: C, C#,Java, and Python. After a user submits a
request on the frontend, a POST call is made, to the backend
API and the request is added to the processing queue. The
threshold for NiCad is set to 30% by default, but users will be
given an option to modify this in a future build on this project
(threshold allows for near miss detection and thus clones that
may differ by up to 30% of their normalized lines are detected
by NiCad).
Once the processing is complete, the user is mailed a link
with a unique code that identifies their project, and the link
redirects users to the Dashboard tab in Clone Swarm. On this
tab, the clone detection results for the project are fetched from
the S3 AWS Store using the unique code available on the link
and displayed in several overviews.
In presenting clone results we adopt a strategy of incremental visualization and filtering at multiple levels to assist users

III. U SAGE S CENARIOS
The results of most clone detection system are purely textual
and can often be large in volume depending on the size of
the subject system, and this can be a significant challenge in
understanding the available clone information. Additionally,
large scale data representation can be a challenging problem
when the datasets that are being visualized have several
different aspects to them. To visualize clones in a software
system, we have to show where the clones exist in the system,
how many there are of them and how big these clones are in
terms of lines of code. To characterize our design problem
we relied on the research framework created by Clone-World
[10] which in turn was built on a compiled list of clone
analysis tasks [14]. The framework provides 5 basic scenarios
in which a clone analysis tool can be used: Identifying clone
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Fig. 2. General Overview Plot, a) Zoomed in view of a particular region, b) File with higher level of cloning visualized by a deeper shade of red compared
to the other files in its vicinity.

in their analysis. In implementing this strategy, we also take
into consideration design recommendations made by previous
clone analysis tools like VisCad [9]. Clone Swarm offers three
types of overviews that are described in the following sections.
A. General Overview Plot
This panel is the first level at which the clone information
of a project is available and is intended to be used in
scenario S1 to provide an idea about the general health of
the project system in terms of code clones as shown in Figure
2. Because of the nature in which code fragments tend to
be copy-pasted, code clones can end up being scattered in
multiple files across a large project system, and the best
way to present this information is by visualizing the clones
along with the different subsystems and their hierarchy in
the project. However, visualizing this hierarchical structure
in a regular tree would take up too much space can end up
warping into a long rectangular structure when there is deep
nesting in a project. To solve this dilemma, we represent the
information in a circular fashion. Not only does this maximize
space utilization but also makes the chart easier to understand
because of the inherent concentric ring pattern that reduces
visual clutter.
In this plot, we render every file or folder that has a clone
in it as a node and then arrange these nodes in a radial layout
with the root of the project resting at the center. Files or folders
that are in the same level of hierarchy in the project structure
sit on the same circular level in the plot. The radial layout is
built with the D3 library [17] that implements a linear-time
variant of the Reingold-Tilford algorithm [18]. The nodes are
colored on a varying scale of black to bright red to indicate
the level of cloning in the file or folder. This can assist users
in easily identifying the files that have the highest amount

Fig. 3.

File Level Overview of clones in a single file.

of cloning in them. Each node can be inspected further by
double-clicking it which opens the clone information for that
file in the File level overview panel. This feature currently,
however, is only available for files, which are terminal nodes
in the radial layout(and not inner nodes which are folders).
Every terminal node is also marked with the name of the file
for easier identification and for other nodes users can hover
their mouse pointer over a node to see its name. Additionally,
the plot is rendered using simple vector graphics which makes
it scale invariant, meaning that it can be panned and zoomed
for closer inspection without a loss in image quality. We also
offer two buttons, one for setting a dark theme and the other
for resetting the zoom level of the plot.
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Fig. 4. Fragment Level Overview of a clone set.

of granularity needed in clone detection are all stored as a
record in the request table. Then a processed state flag is
set to false to indicate that the record is yet to be processed.
Apart from this information, every request is also tagged with
a unique reference code that is stored along with the record.
After this, the server then sends a trigger to the second module.
When a request to view the results of an already processed
system is made, the server checks the AWS S3 store for the
XML file using the unique access code and serves it back to
the web interface where it is parsed and displayed.

B. File Level Overview
This panel offers information regarding clones present in a
particular file as is meant to be used for tasks in scenario S2 ,
as shown in Figure 3. By default, it shows the information for
the file in the project with the largest number of clones, but this
can be changed by double-clicking on a node in the general
overview plot to view its information instead. The clone pairs
are grouped into sets called classes where any two fragments
from a set can form a clone pair. These clone classes are then
ordered based on the level of similarity in the clone fragments.
Users can click on a particular clone fragment to view its code
or select and compare two fragments by selecting the files and
clicking the compare button.

V. S ERVER A RCHITECTURE

The second module in the backend is the processing manager and is built using Node.JS in a single threaded model.
It has two states, an ingestion state, and a waiting state.
By default, the processing manager is in a waiting state but
switches into an ingestion state when it receives a trigger from
the first module. If the module is already in the ingestion
state, it ignores the trigger. After switching into an ingestion
state, the processing manager reads the first record from the
request table that has the processed flag set to false and fetches
the source code of the request submission from its remote
repository and stores it in the Project Store. When cloning the
project from the remote source, we only clone it to a depth of
1 to reduce the load on the server and network demand. After
this, the process manager triggers NiCad with a given set of
input parameters based on the values in the request record
such as the programming language and granularity. Because
of the inherent complexity in running NiCad and the demand
it can place on the server we limit the processing manager to
a single thread. However, when we have more than 20 records
waiting to be processed, we can spin up to 4 instances of the
NiCad module.

The backend of Clone Swarm consists of three separate
modules, each with a distinct part involved in processing a
clone detecting request.
The first layer, as shown in Figure 1, is a REST API
that is exposed to the Internet and has two open endpoints,
one for submitting a new request and another for viewing
the processed results. When a user submits a new request
the information regarding the project such as its Git URL,
programming language, the contact mail address and the level

When the processing is complete, the processed flag of
the record is set to true, and a email message is sent to the
notification email provided earlier along with a link tagged
with the unique access code identifying the request. NiCad
provides the clone detection results in a convenient XML
format which is stored in an Amazon S3 bucket store with a
name tagged with the aforementioned unique access code. The
processing manager then starts to process the next record in
the wait queue, and if there aren’t any, it switches back into the

C. Fragment Level Overview
The third and final panel is hidden by default but can be
invoked using interactions on the File Level Overview panel as
mentioned in the subsection above. This level is intended to be
used in both S2 and S3 to first identify a file and then analyse
the set of clones within it. It offers syntactical highlighting of
the code based on the programming language of the subject
system and also provides line level numbering so that a code
fragment can be easily looked up in tandem with the file
path in the original project codebase. The syntax highlighting
feature is built by extending the library Prism.JS [19] for the
4 major languages that Clone Swarm supports. Apart from
the single view it also lets users compare two clone fragments
side by side which can be useful in checking for false positives
and also in making decisions regarding whether a particular
fragment should be refactored or not.
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waiting mode. The architecture of the processing manager was
inspired by the design of Commit Guru, a tool that analyses
software systems and predicts risky commits [20]. The third
and most important module of Clone Swarm is NiCad [5] a
free, open-source tool that performs the actual clone detection.
NiCad is effective at detecting both exact and near-miss clones
which are clones that share some degree of similarity. It detects
clones based on a hybrid model that uses a combination of
syntactic and semantic characteristics and thus has both high
precision and high recall [15], [21].
We built the backend using a stateless REST API model
with the results being stored in a remote S3 AWS(amazon
web services) store to facilitate loose coupling and scalability.
If the demand for the backend increases, we can create several
instances of the backend system and deploy them behind a load
balancer.
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VI. L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Clone Swarm is built as an extension to NiCad and so
is limited in the number of features it can offer due to the
limitations of the underlying clone detection system. Clone
Swarm only offers support for 4 major languages and not
all of them have multiple granularity levels. In future we
would like address these limitations by extending our backend
architecture to other clone detection systems that have been
developed recently like SourcerCC [8] and Siamese [7] that
are faster and scalable to larger systems.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Despite being a hot topic in software engineering, code
clone analysis tools have had minimal adoption in the real
world outside of the clone community, possibly because of
their esoteric nature and the complexity involved in setting
them up for regular use. In this paper, we address this problem
and present Clone Swarm, a code clone analysis tool that lets
software developers detect and interactively explore the clones
in their project. Clone Swarm uses NiCad [5] to detect the
clones on a remote server and lets users submit requests and
view results through a web-based visualization. Clone Swarm
lets users explore their code in several tiered overviews and
offers a top to bottom approach to drill down on erroneous
clone fragments. Clone Swarm is available for use for free
at clone-swarm.usask.ca. Researchers can use Clone Swarm
to analyse any open source repository. Also, clone analysis
results of 15 popular open source projects are available on
the homepage of Clone Swarm for researchers interested
in understanding software clones along with an option to
download the results for further exploration.
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